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Case report

CORONALLY ADVANCED FLAP TECHNIQUE
FOR ROOT COVERAGE IN THE AESTHETIC
ZONE OF UPPER JAW
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ABSTRACT:
Introduction: Different surgical techniques (pedicle
and free soft-tissue grafting) are proposed for treatment of
the exposed root surface in the aesthetic zone of dentition.
A coronally advanced flap is a suitable technique that can
be used for root coverage in treatment of gingival recessions of single tooth as well as multiple teeth. Two different techniques of the coronally advanced flap are proposed: trapezoidal flap and triangular flap. Clinicians tend
to use a surgical approach which could be minimally invasive as possible. This can be achieved by periodontal
microsurgical technique. Microsurgical instruments with
suitable magnification devices and illumination would be
predominantly proposed.
Purpose: The aim of this case report is to demonstrate the comparison in therapeutic outcome between
coronally advanced flap technique with a microsurgical
approach and coronally advanced flap technique with a
conventional approach for root coverage in the aesthetic
zone of upper jaw.
Material and methods: Miller’s class I gingival recessions, affecting tooth 11 and tooth 12, are established.
A microsurgical approach is used in the treatment of tooth
11 and conventional coronally advanced flap in case of
tooth 12.
Results: Complete root coverage and gain of clinical attachment level are achieved in both approaches.
Conclusion: This case report demonstrates similar
results in both approaches – conventional and microsurgical ones.
Keywords: gingival recession, coronally advanced
flap, microsurgery, clinical attachment gain, aesthetic zone,
INTRODUCTION:
Over the years different surgical techniques (pedicle and free soft-tissue grafting) are proposed for treatment
of mucogingival defects of the exposed root surface in the
aesthetic zone of dentition, where the expectations of the
patient are very high.
A coronally advanced flap is a suitable technique
that can be used for root coverage in cases of gingival re-
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cessions of single tooth as well as multiple teeth. This technique shows good results in the treatment of class I Miller
gingival recessions with adequate thickness and height of
apical keratinized tissues to the exposed root surface. Different techniques of the coronally advanced flap (CAF) [1]
are proposed by several authors in the years – Allen and
Miller[2], Zuchelli and De Sanctis.[3]
There are two alternatives of the design of coronally
advanced flap: trapezoidal flap and triangular flap. Zuchelli
and De Sanctis proposed the trapezoidal CAF[3], and later
Zuchelli et al. introduced a modified CAF with a triangular design which effectiveness is comparable to the
trapezoidal CAF’s one.[1] In case of the trapezoidal flap,
the trapezoidal surgical papillae are placed over triangular recipient anatomical papillae, and as a result, there is
an excess of soft tissue covering avascular tooth surface.[4]
In the treatment of exposed root surface, clinicians
tend to use a surgical approach which could be minimally
invasive as possible. This can be achieved by periodontal
microsurgical technique. Microsurgical instruments with
suitable magnification devices and illumination would be
predominantly proposed.[5]
The aim of this case report is to demonstrate the
comparison in therapeutic result between CAF technique
with a microsurgical approach and CAF technique with
conventional surgical approach for root coverage in the aesthetic zone of the maxilla.
CS DESCRIPTION:
The patient is 36 years old female, non-smoker, with
no systemic diseases, and no medicaments intake. She complains of individual aesthetic disorder in right upper incisors region due to vestibular gingival recessions and complains of hypersensitivity in this area. No mobility of teeth
in the aesthetic zone of the maxilla is reported.
Miller’s class I gingival recessions, affecting tooth
11 and tooth 12, are established in the course of the clinical examination. Medical history and periodontal status
(probing depth, recession depth, clinical attachment level
(CAL), the height of keratinized gingiva) were recorded.
The depth of the gingival recession is 3 mm for
tooth 11 and 2 mm for tooth 12.
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Pic. 1. Preoperative view #11
Pic. 2. Preoperative view #12

Informed consent form is signed by the patient. Scaling and polishing are performed 2 weeks before the surgical procedure.
Treatment: CAF and microsurgical approach in
case of the maxillary right central incisor (#11)
This surgical approach is performed using using surgical microscope, magnification 4x, required illumination,
microsurgical instruments and 6/0 Dafilon suture material.
The technique is introduced by two horizontal incisions in the zone of interdental papillae, being distant from
the tip of the anatomical papillae, and equal to the height
(3mm) of the gingival recession. These horizontal incisions
are coronally to the cemento-enamel junction (CEJ) at the
mesial and distal line axis of the tooth and are followed
by two apically divergent vertical releasing incisions, extending 3-4 mm apically into the alveolar lining mucosa.
The releasing incisions facilitate displacement of the
coronally advanced flap. A split-thickness flap is elevated
mesially and distally to the recession by sharp dissection
with a microblade held in parallel to the root surface and
connected with an intracrevicular incision. A full-thickness
flap is elevated apically to the receded soft tissue margin
on the facial aspect of the root. This permits to preserve
the entire thickness of gingival tissues, apically to the recession.

horizontal incision is made through the periosteum to facilitate the displacement of the flap and reduce the muscle
tension in time of suturing. A root planing of the exposed
root surface is made, but the root surface in the zone near
to the anatomical bone dehiscence must be avoided during root planning, due to damaging of the connective tissue fibers inserting into the cementum near the bone crest.
The root planing is continued until a smooth, clean, and
hard root surface is obtained. The facial portion of the interdental papillae is deepithelialized to allow the replacement of the flap margin coronally to the CEJ and suturing
the surgical papilla to the connective tissue beds in the anatomical papilla regions. The surgical papillae are sutured
to th5 deepithelialized anatomical ones with sling suture
and interrupted O-shaped sutures are applied in the zone
of releasing incisions. The suture material that is used is
non-absorbable monofilament 6/0 sutures (Dafilon).
Pic. 4. Suturing

0,12% chlorhexidine rinse solution was prescribed
three times daily, and the patient was informed not to brush
the surgical area until the surgical sutures are removed.
Pic. 5. Postoperatively
Pic. 6. 5 days after surgical manipulation

Pic. 3. Elevation of flap

The full-thickness elevation is continued approximately 3 mm apically to the bone dehiscence, and then a
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The patient was invited 8 days after the manipulation for sutures removal. Adequate therapeutic effect on the
surgical wound is registered.
The microsurgical approach ensures better visibility of the surgical zone, good illumination and more precise incisions, suturing and elevation of flap due to the usage of microsurgical instruments.
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Pic.7. 8 days after (before sutur5s removal)
Pic. 8. 2 months after surgery

Pic. 9. Postoperative view

Pic. 10. Sutures removal

RESULTS:
Complete root coverage and gain of CAL are
achieved in both approaches: CAL gain is 3 mm in the case
of central incisor#11 and CAL gain is 2 mm in the case of
lateral incisor#12.
No scar formation is registered. Satisfying colour
Pic. 12. Preoperative clinical view
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Conventional CAFapproachin case of the maxillary right lateral incisor (#12)
Two months after the microsurgical approach, a conventional CAF technique was performed in the case of maxillary right lateral incisor (tooth 12). The surgical protocol
that was used is the same as the technique mentioned above
but without using magnification, illumination and microsurgical instruments.
Postoperative instructions were given. The patient
was invited 7 days later, and the sutures were removed.

Pic. 11. 2 months postoperative
clinical view (#12)

match is achieved.
The patient was satisfied with the esthetic result of
the manipulations and the sensitivity in the cervical zone,
both incisors were reduced after the procedures.
The patient was followed-up, and the results are stable 4 years later.
Pic. 13. Postoperative clinical view (4 years after)
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DISCUSSION:
Coronally advanced flap alone, or in combination
with subepithelial connective tissue grafts, guided tissue
regeneration (GTR) or other biomaterials are surgical techniques that can be used for root coverage in treatment of
localized or multiple recession-type defects. [6] Various
studies report about the efficacy of CAF alone in the treatment of localized facial gingival recessions with respect
to recession reduction and complete root coverage. [7]
Another studies and reports demonstrate the comparison between microsurgical and conventional approach
of trapezoidal CAF. [5, 8]
This case report shows similar results in respect to
clinical attachment level gain and the width of keratinized
gingiva between both approaches. We noted a gain of clinical attachment level and an increase in the width of the
attached gingiva in both procedures.
There are different evidence about the efficiency of
microsurgical periodontal instruments in surgical treatment
for root coverage of the exposed root surface due to
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